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The labyrinth symbol had been gradually creeping into my 
awareness for some time.  I decided to combine it with my 
love of trees and wood to carve a finger-labyrinth

My carving for you to spend some time with



Minotaur bust, National 
Archeological Museum of 
Athens Pasiphae and the  Minotaur, found at 

Etruscan Vulci (Cabinet des Medailles, Paris)



Rock carvings are ‘usually 
impossible to date, but there is 
no proof of any belonging to the 
Bronze Age or Neolithic’  
(Hutton, 1999 p.107)

Bronze age?







Photograph with kind permission of Dr Angela Voss



Labyrinth or Maze?
• Words often used interchangeably

• The mythical Cretan Labyrinth confining the Minotaur, 
if physical, would have been a complex structure with 
high walls where people lost their way

• The coins of Knossos depicted the simpler image that 
has come to be known as a classical labyrinth

• A modern consensus sees labyrinth as unicursal, having 
only one path from entrance to centre and back out

whereas

• A maze is designed as a puzzle with dead-ends



However...
• The vernacular use of the word labyrinth refers to 

a place where one can become lost and confused, 
often with negative connotations 

• Carl Jung said of his ‘confrontation with [his own] 
unconscious’: ‘Only by extreme effort was I finally 
able to escape from the labyrinth.’ (Jung, 1989, 
p.178)

• Following a unicursal path one cannot get 
physically lost but may become cognitively lost or 
confused and thus enter an altered state of 
consciousness



Saffron Walden Town Maze











Work was slow and I spent some time most 
days deepening the path during August 

and September 2016, learning intuitively

The Process generated many thoughts from both 
conscious and unconscious



The labyrinth has 
some resemblance 
to the human  brain

Walnut also 
resembles 
the human 

brain

The ‘Doctrine of Signatures’ is a 
philosophy where the cosmos/divine is 
believed to have given us signs to the 
medicinal benefits of natural foods 
through visual similarity with body parts



This  slice of tree trunk 
is dead and seasoned 
but still connected to 

life.  It is as if it 
protests against the 

drying effect of carving 
by cracking.  If I carve 
slowly, a bit each day, 

will it be less of a shock 
for the wood? Will it 

adapt?



The process of 
scraping layers 
off is like a river 
slowly eroding 

a riverbed
Oil  and a slow pace helped

The journey may 
be more 
important than 
the destination



Just after the start of the journey and 
just before the end we are nearest the 

centre



The journey can promote balance 
between the left and right brain 
hemisphere

Transformation This Walnut tree can no 
longer produce its own 
fruit but it can provide 
spiritual nourishment





• The wood from different trees smells differently – another 
way of differentiating trees than the visual appearance of 
bark, leaf, flowers and twigs

• Vision was enough to start carving but I later needed to 
touch the grooves to find where adjustments were required

• The act of carving stimulated thoughts in a similar way that 
walking does

• Cracks showed me that this piece of ‘dead’ tree still had a 
connection to life and responded to its environment

• Felt connected to people of past times who carved similar 
labyrinths on rocks and to Carl Jung in his stone carving



What does the labyrinth mean to you?

• If you would like to share your thoughts I 
would gratefully receive the cards later 

– add your name or remain anonymous

– Please also make a note if do not wish me to 
quote your words in my essay(s)

• Side 1. for now

• Side 2. for later



• The Labyrinth ‘... has a remarkable distribution 
throughout the world, and also through time, 
having been known and used from antiquity 
until the present day.’ (Pennick, 1996, p.13)

• There are different styles and shapes (some 
with more than one entrance/exit)

• Recorded use is varied including:- religious 
ritual; dance; magic; protection; therapy; 
exercise; pilgrimage; childhood play; village 
festival.

Empirical research began when the 
carving was almost complete



History of the Labyrinth
• ‘The first recorded labyrinth in history was built in Egypt ... 

(1842-1797 BCE).’  This was a three dimensional structure 
(Pennick, 1996, p.13)

• Movement appears to have been from Egypt to Greece and 
later Rome but ‘at the same period or earlier’ rock and 
boulder labyrinths were being built in Sweden for ritual 
purposes and labyrinths were being carved on rock faces. 
(Pennick 1996, p.13) 

• The labyrinth was to be embraced by Christianity in the 
middle ages

• It became popular again in the 20th century

• Connected to various religions, it could be seen as ‘...a 
universal figure of faith...’ (Pennick, 1996, p.133)



Egyptian myth

• C.N. Deedes recounts how the Egyptian myth of 
the death and rebirth of Osiris was ritually 
dramatised through three dances ‘The Dance of 
Lamentation....The Protective Dance....The 
Fertility Dance, performed by men and women ... 
to give vitality and strength to the newly-risen 
Osiris, ... his people, their crops and their herds.’   
This myth connected the labyrinth to a mystery 
religion involving the bull and is believed to have 
been transferred to Crete. 

(Hooke, 1935, pp. 23-41)



Historical labyrinth connections (1)
• May have been a Sun-symbol

• May have emerged from the path of Ritual Dance

• Troy features in the names of labyrinths in Scandinavia 
and the British Isles

• Trojan youths practiced skills on horseback by riding 
through a classical labyrinth laid out on the ground 
(Hutton, 1999, p.317)

• Shoemaker’s guilds developed games on European turf 
labyrinths, which evolved into festivals. The full 
meaning behind these has been lost

• British village youths raced through turf labyrinths to 
win the hand of a maiden who waited at the centre

• Exercise  area in limited space



Historical labyrinth connections (2)
• Fishermen used bolder labyrinths to capture disruptive 

spirits
• People walked Medieval labyrinths as a substitute for 

making pilgrimage
• There may also be a connection with bronze-age stone 

carvings and stone circles

• The labyrinth is ‘...perhaps the most complex 
of all the symbols which have been used by 
human beings.’ Nigel Pennick (1996, p.13) 

• Symbols, as we know, cannot be easily explained.  They 
point to things that may not be explicable in words.  We 
may never know the meaning projected into the symbol by 
the ancients - the symbol has survived



Modern labyrinth uses

• Relaxation

• Recreation for children and adults

• Education

• Spiritual meditation and prayer

• ‘While serious work can and does happen on 
the labyrinth, most find that its meandering 
pathways also provide a source for renewal 
and creativity.’ (Moss and Sellers, 2016. p.212)



Meander Pattern

In the 1970’s, artist Charles Ross conducted a
project called ‘Energy to Image’

in New York over a year using
the sun and a static lens to burn
a daily image on planks of wood
representing the position of the sun.
The final combined image 
resembled this meander pattern 

Pennick (1990, pp. 29-30) 



Meander expands to Classical 
labyrinth (Pennick, 1990, p.17)



Labyrinth at Ulmekärr, Grebbestad
Sweden

‘one of the most mystical forms of ancient monument’ 
(West Sweden website) 



• Empathy  with the horsemen of Troy and running youths 
of Saffron Walden.  It takes great skill to remain balanced 
on such a narrow path 

• Not knowing how far the centre was I began to 
experience disorientation and loss of a sense of time.  
Acceptance of this allowed me to enter ‘a place outside 
of time and space’

• Suddenly I reached the centre, a raised mound and stood 
there for a few minutes before returning  

• The exit also eventually surprised me
• ‘Lost’ in the Labyrinth

Sunday 6/11/16 I walked the Saffron Walden 
Maze (Medieval style labyrinth)



Meaning
• The meaning of ancient Myth may be lost to us as 

it was connected to ‘mystery religion’
• Has the mystery spiralled out from the CENTRE as 

in a reversal of the ‘four senses hermeneutic’?
• Could this be why I was indecisive as to what to 

do with the centre, a place of mystery? 
• We cannot return to the past but we may create a 

new (inward?) spiral and new myth

‘An art that has life does not restore works of the 
past, it continues them.’  -Rodin

(Rodin, 1914, cited in Pennick, 1996, p.12)



My learning - Unity and Survival
• 11/11/16 after 11am reading A.M. Hocart’s essay ‘The Life-giving 

Myth’ in (Hooke, 1935, pp. 263-281) whilst travelling on the 
London underground (another labyrinth)

• Renaissance scholars  saw Greek myth, in the light of their time, as 
drama in contrast  to its former meaning of religious practice.  It 
was later taken literally and seen as fantasy.  Hocart traces the 
meaning of myth and ritual to a desire for life and protection from 
the enemy. 

• I ‘REALISED’ that our basic instinct and drive is for ‘survival’.  This 
explains much human behaviour to me and answers many 
questions

• The survival instinct unites us being common to all life forms

• Ecologically we may need to Unite to Survive - our own enemy 

• One ‘realisation of the symbol’.  The labyrinth, however, remains a 
symbol and has more to teach...



Sunlight – Rivers –future – ‘eco-message’ of survival – going backwards 
to examine the past in order to move forward to the future



University of Kent Labyrinth walk

Do you have thoughts on a new labyrinth 
myth?

Please note on side 2 of your 
postcards and share with the group 
if you wish or email me





Image Sources

• Slide 3 – Knossos images from Google Images

• Slide 7 – Priory Labyrinth walk with kind 
permission from Dr. Angela Voss

• Slides 8, 10, 16 and 33 - small images from 
Google Images

• Slides 30 and 31 - (Pennick, 1990)

• Slide 32 – West Sweden website

• All other photographs by Caitriona Horan
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